
Parents/Coaches,

Note: This is a little lengthy but maybe it will help you understand a few things about the
program.

The program was started in 2005 by a group of individuals that were looking to start a
quality competitive baseball league along with offering some area tournament play. We
understood the importance of development through the league games which allowed us to work
all players in and move them around, preparing them for high school baseball. Tournament play
was where kids played the position(s) that gave the team the best chance to win and be
rewarded for their hard work. We chose to follow what other select programs were doing across
the country in giving coaches maximum league games without an end of season tournament.
We knew that if the league was used the right way, the games would allow coaches to focus on
development instead of winning just to get a higher seeding in the end of season tournament.

The program has been successful with a lot of really good ball players developing over
the last 17 years. Our teams were able to compete against any other club in the region and
teams from areas like Dallas would check with our teams to see where they would be playing
and follow each other around. Along the way, we had more and more teams wanting to
participate and anyone who wanted to put a team together did. A result of this was we started
seeing what other areas were seeing with more teams struggling to compete. Through the
formation of Texas Panhandle Youth Sports Foundation and efforts by many concerned baseball
folks, we are addressing some of the problems with select/club baseball and trying to change
the culture.

We must make sure to offer the kids in our current system a quality place to play. We will
do this by providing league games where if used properly, kids can learn the game and develop
into well rounded baseball players. We will also continue to host local tournaments, trying to
give our league teams 2-3 opportunities to participate. With our current limited field situation and
the potential loss of additional fields for this season, we just can’t guarantee our teams more
than that. Between all the baseball programs, the fastpitch program, and adult softball, it’s going
to be a challenging year for sure. The policy on tournaments has always been that they are for
the benefit of league teams first and out of town teams coming in to compete which benefits our
league teams second. Once we know the final count on teams participating in both draft and
select league, we will know exactly how the tournament schedule will look. If you know which
events your team plans to participate in, please email those dates with team name and age to
westtexasyouthbaseball@gmail.com or reg on USSSA website asap.



When West Texas was first started it was 10U-14U and several of us back then were against
offering a program for the younger ages. It was trending across the country so we followed suit.
We realize now that the problems far outway any possible benefits.

Here are some of the obvious problems with the current model of select/club baseball.

● Kids being pushed into select/club programs way too early. We’ve had teams here for

several years forming at 5-6 years old and as young as 4U in other areas. This

creates several notable problems.

1. Losing the knowledgeable coaches early: When a team forms at the young ages it
usually takes several knowledgeable parents/coaches with it. Multiply that by several
teams forming at that age and you get what we have today which is select teams having
several qualified coaches on the same team and other parents with little or in many
cases no knowledge having to coach our draft teams. This leaves the kids who didn’t get
picked up because maybe they didn’t hit, run, throw, or catch as good at the time in a
bad spot with limited coaching when it matters the most.

2. Player development suffers when teams form early. It doesn’t matter how good of a
job that you do in moving kids around, you’ll never be able to give those 12 kids as many
opportunities as they would get if on multiple teams. You can only have so many 1-4 in a
batting order and the key positions for those early ages where they get to catch and
throw more. If the more talented kids at the time are picked up on select teams, they
would have been the kids getting more work on multiple teams.

3. As the team gets older, some kids will not develop at the same pace as others. We’ve
seen kids leaving the sport at a very early age due to this situation. That 5-6 year old
who’s now struggling to keep up with his teammates at 8 or older will get cut, leave the
game due to a bad experience, or leave to play for another team for a perceived better
situation. Unfortunately, in many cases they don’t come back to the draft programs and
find something else to play or worse, quit sports altogether. That’s a big problem related
to club ball at these early coach pitch ages. Actually, this is a big problem across the
board.

● As teams get older and cut players or have parents leave for whatever reason, it

forces teams to constantly look to fill their rosters. When that happens and it’s



happening at such an early age, we start seeing a huge gap in the level of

competition.

● Tournament only play: We have a few teams choose to go this route as they get older.

This will have a negative effect on some of the players if not the whole team and will

always hurt other teams who need to be playing them every chance they get. Whether

it's the convenience of only playing on weekends, trying to chase down teams as good

as theirs, etc., it will always limit some of the players' development on that team. We

hear it all the time that “I wish my kid would have gotten more opportunities to play

other positions” and really develop. No matter how hard a coach works to let kids play

multiple positions or work through a slump, they will always struggle when they are in

a position requiring a win to get to the next game. Add in the struggles of trying to

keep everyone happy with wins and it’s no surprise that coaches can fall short on

considering the kid and their development over winning the game. All you have to do

is look at the scorecards, GameChanger, online pitch counts, etc and see the limited

opportunities many kids are getting. Every upper level coach out there that

understands what's happening will tell you how tournament only play has created

problems. We could spend a lot of time on this, but basically tournament play is like

district/division play. You have to win to move on. Coaches struggle letting a player

work through a slump of any sort if they want to advance so they put the players in the

position that will best give the team a chance to win. Throw in the known problems

with injuries and early burnout and high school as well as the  upper level coaches

aren’t ever getting to see all the talent they should be seeing.



Parents/Coaches, Please understand what this program is about and that is all kiddos
success in preparing them for high school baseball. We know it’s not always easy with what all
kids are involved in, but don’t miss out on the opportunities this program can offer for their
complete development. We give all coaches the ability to blackout for tournament play and other
things that will prevent them from fielding a team. We work hard to accommodate and play the
majority of league games in spring on Mon-Thur and weekends when their team isn't playing
tournaments. Once the season starts, this gives teams a chance to practice and still have
games for development. Remember these kids will be playing each other in high school soon
and need your support. Your time, effort, and energy will pay off. Thanks for your time in reading
this and we are looking forward to another great year of baseball in the Texas Panhandle!

Rob Woods-Executive Director
Texas Panhandle Youth Sports Foundation


